B04 PETITE
Born from the desire to offer a versatile and timeless
product, reminiscent of the ubiquitous little (PETITE)
black dress, this collection will seduce you by its simplicity.
Composed of accessible faucets and accessories, PETITE
displays delicate and refined lines, yet is built with solid
premium components. This collection is available in a wide
range of finishes, including our new Black Titanium (KM).

B04 PETITE
B04-8100-00L-xx

Single lever wall-mounted
lavatory faucet, drain not included
Easy installation

European cartridge
Made with high performance
ceramic, this cartridge is amongst
the most durable on the market

One-piece rough and adjustable
depth from your finished wall for
a very easy and sturdy installation

High quality material

Refined design

BARiL faucets last longer
because they are forged of solid
brass thicker than average

Delicate and sophisticated
square spout paired with
a rounded handle, for an
elegant and timeless design.

Flawless finish
Multiple finishes available to give a
personal touch to your faucet. Made
with best technologies available

Adjustable aerator
Allows adjustments in the water stream’s
direction by the touch of a finger

Chrome (CC)
Black
Titanium (KM)

Venetian
Bronze (TT)

Matte
Black (KK)

Satin
Brass (LL)

Brushed
Nickel (NN)

Satin
Copper (VV)

Polished
Nickel (YY)

Gold (GG)

BARiL
equals
quality

Uses
30% less
water

Ecological
options
available

Durable
ceramic
cartridge

Ensures
the perfect
stream

Adjustable Aerator
Our easy-to-clean German-made swivel aerator
lets you direct the flow where you want it. Simply
rub this soft silicon aerator with your finger to
clean it, and continue to enjoy its perfect crystalclear stream. No more splashing!

1-1/2"
Ecological Options
BARiL is supporting the
environment by offering
options to reduce the water
flow thereby economising
your water usage

B04-8100-00L-xx

B04-8100-00L-xx-120 B04-8100-00L-xx-100 B04-8100-00L-xx-050

1.5 gpm - 60 psi
5,7 l/min - 60 psi

1.2 gpm - 60 psi
4,5 l/min - 60 psi

1.0 gpm - 60 psi
3,7 l/min - 60 psi

0.5 gpm - 60 psi
1,9 l/min - 60 psi

Attention to Detail
BARiL faucets are designed with both style
and function in mind. The thin flanges
and the delicacy of the spout are only two
examples of our dual design thinking.

Dimensions:
Model: B04-8100-00L-xx
Flange diameter: 2-3/8"
Center to center: 4"
Height: 2-1/2"
Spout reach: 7-1/2"

102 mm
4"

212 mm
8-3/8"

Ø 60 mm
Ø 2-3/8"

64 mm
2-1/2"

min 42 - max 67 mm
min 1-5/8" - max 2-5/8"
191 mm
7-1/2"

Easy installation
Trouble free installation thanks to a one-piece
rough mounted on a steel plate: easy to fix and to
level, no risk of misalignment of spout and handle.

Adjustable depth
from your finished wall
1” range of depth adjustment

Separate downward-pointing
hot and cold connections
This construction makes it very easy to
connect your waterways

Plastic protectors
Provide help for the rough installation
(drilling template, indication of depth
versus finished wall), and protect the
rough during finishing steps.

